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DD previous BISS winnerwere there.Also
C
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attending and earning their titles were
some of ourMaster Hunter Curlies,
and last but not least, many of our top
Curlies in the performance game were
all there earning their titles.Our top
Barn Hunting Curly, a liver bitch, was
there earning her title.
There were many passes in all levels,

and all who attended came away with
many training tips. It was amazing, to
me, that some of these dogs who had
never had previous field training were
able to earn their basic WC title after
the three days of excellent preparation.
Thanks to all who made this

Curlyville and the two previous events
so outstanding.
—Ann Shinkle, annshinlele@aol.com
Curly—CoatedRetrieverClub of

America website: camorg

Flat-Coated
Retrievers
Anxiety Wraps and Calming
Caps
The Flat—Coated Retriever can be

an excitable breed that can easily
develop separation and other anxieties.
I’ve written before about training
techniques that calm the Flat—Coat and
relieve anxiety,but since those articles
we have also learned to use anxiety
wraps and calming caps.
The snugness of an anxiety wrap is

comforting to the dog and has a calm—

ing effect as long as the dog is under
the control of the owner, like swaddling
a baby. An anxiety wrap can either be a

wrap or towel pinnedwith horse—blan—

ket pins tightly around the dog’s chest
and body, or a professionally made item.
The Flat—Coat is taught to wear it dur—
ing on—lead training at first,when he or
she can easily be trained to leave it
alone.As the dog becomes familiar
with the wrap, the leash can be gradu—
ally eliminated, but leaving a wrapped
Flat—Coat unsupervised can lead to
unwrapping and eating of the material
by a Flat—Coat, who might swallow a
bandage or a toy.We have noticed that
some dogs are calmed simply by wear—

ing a very wide plastic collar fitted
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snugly.
The wrap can be used whenever the

dog needs a calming efiect, such as

when riding in the car, socializing, or
becoming anxious about thunder—
storms. As the dog’s behavior improves
through the calming training and wrap,
the wrap itself can gradually be phased
out.Thismight take a long time, due to
the Flat—Coat’s prolonged adolescent
period.

Storm—shyness can become worse
with age, however, and a variety of
techniques should be employed. Ifyour
dog is at all sensitive to noise, be noisy
and gradually noisier when you feed or
play with him. Use tapes or CDs of
storms, trains, fireworks, and other
sounds—softly at first, and gradually
louder during play, work, and feeding,
to gradually condition your dog to
expect positive things to happen with
increasing noise.
We have cured gun—shyness,which

was previously thought to be incurable,
so patience and persistence pays off.
Ifyour dog is becoming storm—shy,

talk to your vet or behaviorist about
possible medication as well. Storm— or
noise—shyness can be caused by disci—

plining with noise (such as with news—

papers and shaker cans) or by leaving
dogs outdoors unsupervised and
exposed to noise that is threatening (in
the dog’s opinion) or severe storms.
Calming caps are made of cloth that

your dog can see through, fitted over
your dog’s eyes, causing him or her to
be less distressed and stimulated about
nearby activities. It can be compared to
blinders on a horse.You can purchase
these or make them yourself. If a dog is
overstimulated by squirrels or rabbits
while on a walk (on leash) or by the
other dogs at training class, a calming
cap can be used temporarily until your
training of your dog takes over and he
learns to be controllable under those
circumstances.
We prefer to train dogs to totally

ignore small animals, which are nothing
but a frustration to the dog anyway. The
calming cap can also be used when
your dog is overstimulated looking out
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ofwindows in the car, until you can
teach him to ride quietly and safely in
one place.
—Sally J. Terroux
Flat—Coated Retriever Society of

America website: FCRSAinc.org

Golden Retrievers
A Field Trial Glossary

ou and your Golden RetrieverYattend
your first retriever field trial

to watch your friend’s young Golden
compete.The dog’s performance looks
good to you, but you’re confused by
your friend’s description of the dog’s
work.
“He pinned his first two marks but

had a big hook on the third. He took a
good initial line on the blind, but he
popped halfway there, and he was a lit—

tle sticky on the last bird.”
“Huh?”
The following glossary of “field—tri—

alese” may help the newcomerbetter
understand the mysterious language
one sometimes hears at field events.
Area of thefall: An area, predeter—

mined by the judges, where the dog
may hunt for a marked retrieve.

Back: The verbal command and/or
arm signal, used to send the dog from
the handler’s side, or from a distance, to
go straight back.

Blind: (1) Blind retrieve: the dog is

sent to retrieve a bird that has been
planted in a hidden location. (2)
Holdingblind: a canvas or other struc—
ture behindwhich the dog and handler
wait before going to the line to run the
test.

Blink: Describes a dog’s refusal to
pick up a bird in the field.

Break:When the dog leaves for a
retrieve before being sent, or before the
Judge has called his number.

Call bat/es: The dogs who are called
back to run the next series.
Cast: Direction given to the dog,

with whistle, voice and/or arm signal,
to direct the dog to the bird.

Cold blind: A blind retrieve, run
without a prior marked retrieve.

Controlled bird:A dead bird thrown as

a marked retrieve.


